Electric Vehicle Applicable Parking Garages and Lots Appendix

**Related Policy:** BR.04.02 Capitol Campus Electric Vehicle Charging Policy  
**Related Procedure:** BR.04.02.P1 Obtaining Authorization to Charge a Privately-Owned Vehicle  
**Related Form:** BR.04.02.F1 Capitol Campus Electric Vehicle Charging Policy Acknowledgement Form  
**Related appendix:** BR.04.02.A1 Laws, rules, policies relating to electric vehicle charging on the state Capitol Campus

**Reason for appendix**

This appendix lists the garages, lots, and parking areas where the Electric Vehicle Charging Policy applies. As new charging stations become available, their locations will be added to this appendix.

- Natural Resources Building Parking Garage  
- Natural Resource Building Visitor Lot

Do you need a copy of a prior version of this policy? E-mail jack.zeigler@des.wa.gov